
THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL BOR MÖLKKY TOURNAMENT

TEAMS (Team members and captains will be announced at the school)

ASIA SOUTH AMERICA

FINLAND GERMANY

ITALY MEDITERRANEAN

CENTRAL EUROPE NORTH SEA

BRACKET
ROUND 1. Begin at 17:45 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 - FINAL

Game 1A ASIA vs SOUTH AMERICA

Game 1B FINLAND vs GERMANY Game 2A 1A winner vs 1B winner
FINAL 2A winner vs 2B winner

Game 1C ITALY vs MEDITERRANEAN Game 2B 1C winner vs 1D winner

Game 1D CENTRAL EUROPE vs NORTH SEA

Game 2C 1A loser vs 1B loser

Game 2D 1C loser vs 1D loser

SCHEDULE
First round begins at 17:45. Games 1A-1D are played simultaneously.
After the first round start your games immediately when both teams are ready
The winners will be awarded right after the final

Rankings Game
Rank 1 FINAL winner
Rank 2 FINAL loser
Rank 3-4 Game 2A and 2B losers
Rank 5-6 Game 2C and 2D winners
Rank 7-8 Game 2C and 2D losers

MÖLKKY RULES
Equipment: Numbered wooden pins 1-12, throwing brick, paper and pen

Captains throw coin or play rock-paper-scissors to determine which team will start.
The captain of the starting team will keep score.
Keep score of the points, as well as number of consecutive throws where zero pins fell down.

Teams decide an order in which players throw the brick.

Procession of the game:
Arrange pins into a tight stack 3 to 4 meters from the throwing spot. See the arrangement on the right ->
Teams take turns at throwing the brick at the pins. The throwing spot remains constant throughout the game.
After each throw, raise the pins that fell down into an erect stance.

Scoring rules:
If more than one pin falls down; points from the throw =  number of pins that fell down.
If only one pin falls down; points from the throw =  the number written on the pin that fell down.
Zero pins fallen down on three consecutive throws: Your team loses all points it has gathered.

Game ends when one of the teams reaches EXACTLY 50 points. This is the final challenge!!
If the number of points exceeds 50 points, your team has to continue from 25 points.

Arrangement of the pins at
the start of the game.


